**Instagram Scavenger Hunt**

**HOW TO PLAY**

- Work together with family or friends.
- Use one person’s Instagram for each team.
- Use the clues to find the animal or location. Take a photo or video of your team at the answer.
- Post the photo or video using the hashtags #StatenIslandZoo and #UrbanAdvantage. You can create a team name and hashtag it, too!
- Try your best to get an animal in the photo. If the animal is not visible, take a picture of the exhibit.
- No pictures or videos containing inappropriate behavior.

**THE CLUES**

1. Stand on your tippy toes next to the largest bird in the world.
2. VIDEO: Act like a vampire in the bat cave!
3. Find the zebra you can sit on.
4. Staten Island Zoo is known for our reptile collection. Show us your favorite reptile!
5. Find the most famous Staten Island Zoo resident, who gives a spring forecast every February!
6. Find the giant hatched egg and have your team take a picture inside of it.
7. Visit the giant Flemish rabbit and give each other bunny ears, Thumper will appreciate it!
8. VIDEO: Find the sloth family and try to moooove as sloooow as they do. They will enjoy the show!
9. Staten Island Zoo houses the four largest rodents in the world. Find one and give them the thumbs up!
10. Our meerkats are very social! Take a picture of your group in front of their group.
11. VIDEO: Act like a monkey with the Black Handed Spider Monkeys.
12. VIDEO: Find our Arctic Foxes, whose names are Elsa, Anna, and Idina. Sing your best version of “Let It Go” for them!

**BONUS:** If you see a Staten Island Zookeeper, ask them to take a picture. In caption say “Thank You for all your help and care you give these animals”.